Student Spotlight:
Hing Lun Leung (Frankie) at
University of Huddersfield

Country: Hong Kong
ISC Programme: International Year One in Business Management
Studied: Supply Chain Management BSc(Honors)
The University
I was born in Hong Kong and to study a degree there is hard. First of all,
my degree in Hong Kong is four years, but in the UK it’s just three years.
The second reason is that to study in other countries, you can learn a lot.
Not just about studies, but also life skills because you have to live alone.
You have to cook for yourself, you have to wash your clothes and try to be
independent.
Huddersfield
The reason for me to come to the University of Huddersfield is because it
provides a range of courses for students. I can study my favorite course,
which is Supply Chain Management. Also, Huddersfield is more affordable
than other cities in the UK and the tuition fees are cheaper than other
universities.
Lifestyle / Support / The University
Two years ago, I was the student representative in the International Study
Centre and last year I was the course representative in the University of
Huddersfield and this year, I am the President of the Hong Kong society.
So, in the last three years, I have been through different roles in the
university and I try to organize different activities.
There are lots of functions going on in this university. There is a food
festival in the University of Huddersfield every three months, and there is a
culture festival. During that festival students from all over the world present
some of the feature stuff in their country.
Career
To have a degree in Supply Chain Management from the University of
Huddersfield will help me to get a job in Hong Kong, because there are not
many universities that provide this course. This will really help me to get a
job in Hong Kong, because my degree stands out. Also, to have a degree in
the UK means you have the ability to speak good English.

Student Spotlight:
Hong Seokjae at
James Madison University

Country: Korea
ISC Course: 3-semester Foundation Year
University Degree: Finance
James Madison University is filled with what I want. It is a great system
for business majors like me! JMU is a high ranking school with a beautiful
campus view and great student service system. I am proud that I’m part of
the DUKES!

Student Spotlight: Christine at
Keele University

Country: China
ISC course: International Year One in Business and Management
Now studying: BA (Honors) Economics and International Business
Degree
I’m enjoying my degree. I’m doing quite different things. Economics is
about how to analyse the consumer and the companies, the demand
and the supply. It’s more about how people think and how people work. I
really like to analyse those consumer behaviours. In international business
we study business strategies, and how to manage an international
company. It’s more about management.
International Study Centre
The International Study Centre helped me because when I first arrived I
had no idea about how life would be in the UK. The teachers helped me a
lot, not only with studying, but also with life. They taught me how to go to
the supermarket and how to buy some groceries.
Before I started at the International Study Centre I had no idea about
university, especially in the UK. I learned a lot to help me to study at Keele.
Why the UK
My parents wanted me to experience more things and especially life in a
foreign country. They initially suggested I should study in the US or the
UK, but then they thought that the US isn’t very safe because of the guns.
They think the UK is very safe, and a good place for me to study.
Why Keele
I didn’t meet the requirements to apply for university in the UK, so I had to
take a course at the International Study Centre first.
Keele University is very safe, and very beautiful. It’s also not as expensive
as London, so it’s economical for me to study here.
I really love the environment. There are a lot of animals here. I can see the
squirrels on the street when I go to my lecture.
I was so surprised, because I’d never been to another country before
I came to the UK. When I first came here I was like: “Oh, my God,
everything is so beautiful”. Especially the environment and also the
buildings ¬– I really like it here.
Career/future
I’ve really enjoyed everything and I’ll miss the days I’ve spent
here. I want to stay in the UK because the environment and the
conditions are very good for me to stay and work.

